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A B S T R A C T   

Scientific experiments significantly enhance the understanding of human-building interactions in building and 
engineering research. Recently, conducting virtual reality (VR) experiments has gained acceptance and popu-
larity as an approach to studying human-building interactions. However, little attention has been given to the 
standardization of the experimentations. Proper standardization can promote the reusability, replicability, and 
repeatability of VR experiments and accelerate the maturity of this emerging experimentation method. 
Responding to such needs, the authors proposed a virtual human-building interaction experimentation ontology 
(VHBIEO). It is an ontology at the domain level, extending the ontology of scientific experiments (EXPO) to 
standardize virtual human-building interaction experimentation. It was developed based on state-of-the-art 
ontology development approaches. Competency questions (CQs) were used to derive requirements and regu-
late the development. Semantic Web technologies were applied to make VHBIEO machine-readable, accessible, 
and processable. VHBIEO incorporates an application view (APV) to support the inclusion of unique information 
for particular applications. The authors performed taxonomy evaluations to assess the consistency, completeness, 
and redundancy, affirming no occurrence of errors in its structure. Application evaluations were applied for 
investigating its ability to standardize and support generating of machine-readable, accessible, and processable 
information. Application evaluations also verified the capability of APV to support the inclusion of unique 
information.   

1. Introduction 

Scientific experiments play an important role in discovering knowl-
edge, formulating theories, and creating technologies. In human- 
building interaction research, they are a core component to enable as-
sessments of the consequence of human-building interactions, such as 
energy efficiency, building system performance, and occupant health 
and comfort. Recently, many researchers have turned to virtual reality 
(VR) as an alternative approach to enhance the capability of human- 
building interaction experiments [1]. Examples are the use of VR in 
conducting experiments regarding building system interaction [2,3], 
occupant comfort [4–6], and human safety and wellbeing [7]. Such 
studies can improve building performance analysis by analyzing human- 
building interactions specific to building contexts. The potential is sig-
nificant because many studies have pointed out that the lack of sufficient 
account of human-building interactions contributes to the discrepancy 
between the estimated and actual building performance [8]. 

The proliferation of using VR in human-building interaction exper-
iments calls for comparability among similar experiments because bar-
riers exist and limit VR-based human-building interaction experiments. 
The diversity in experimental design in the domain is a crucial barrier. 
Since individual researchers design their experimentation, design con-
texts often differ in different experiments, even though they aim to 
achieve comparative targets (e.g., understanding human-building in-
teractions). Furthermore, researchers use different schemes to manage 
and store information, which obstructs the experimentation from being 
shared among researchers. In addition, the use of VR devices may affect 
the comfort of participants and induce cybersickness [3,9]. The exper-
iments are often performed in a short period of time and typically result 
in a limited sample size, which may affect the validity and generaliz-
ability of experiment results. Therefore, there is a crucial need for 
standardizing information to reduce impacts of the diversity and assist 
sharing of experimentation in the virtual human-building interaction 
research domain [10]. 
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An ontology is a well-known mechanism to define, capture, and 
standardize information, and make it explicit for seamless sharing in an 
area of interest [11]. It is the specification of a conceptualization 
comprising terms representing concepts and relations representing the 
interconnectedness of terms. Ontologies have been developed and 
effectively deployed to support knowledge sharing in various research 
domains. Lee et al. [12] developed a linked data system framework for 
sharing construction defect information. The framework used an 
ontology to extract defect information from BIM models. Kitamura et al. 
[13] developed SOFAST software, based on an ontological framework of 
functional design knowledge. It was deployed in a production company, 
sharing functional design knowledge on production systems. SOFAST 
enabled the company to elicit knowledge possessed by each designer 
and share it among team members. IoT-Stream was an ontology for 
Internet of Things data streams [14]. It supported data streaming in 
many fields, such as smart healthy living (e.g., smart homes and 
watches) and smart city traffic (e.g., traffic analysis). 

An ontology is based on the description logic that allows machine 
readability and reasoning on data, which makes ontology more advan-
tageous over other approaches such as taxonomies and rule tags [15]. 
Such a proven feature benefitted previous research. Ploennings et al. 
[16] applied the Brick ontology with 220 semantic concepts to map data 
of six campus buildings with 3,300 sensors, which included a total of 
14,830 physical relationships between sensors. The data were compu-
tationally accessed and used to train a machine-learning model for 
detecting and diagnosing building energy and thermal comfort. Del-
goshaei et al. [17] proposed an artificial intelligence (AI) algorithm to 
provide synergic assistance in intelligent building systems. They 
implemented weather and utility ontologies to standardize online 
weather and utility-related information. The algorithm integrated the 
information for training purposes and predicted electricity consump-
tion. There are many other works that used ontologies for supporting 
machine readability and reasoning data, such as building automation 
systems [18,19] and building performance measurements [20]. A 
common theme of the aforementioned publications is ontologies have 
supported processing machine-readable information with different 
levels of structural and semantic complexity. Thus, the successful ap-
plications of ontologies justify their use for virtual human-building 
interaction experimentation because machine-readability, accessi-
bility, and processibility play an important role in processing informa-
tion for building performance analysis and modeling. 

The authors developed a virtual human-building interaction exper-
imentation ontology (VHBIEO) to support the standardization of virtual 
human-building interaction experimentation. Referring to four state-of- 
the-art ontology development approaches (i.e., ONTOLOGIES [21], 
METHONTOLOGY [22], Ontology Development 101 [23], and NeOn 
[24]), the development involves three major steps, initiation, con-
struction, and evaluation. Competency questions (CQs), representations 
of requirements, are used to regulate the development. Specifically, 
VHBIEO was developed by extending the ontology of scientific experi-
ments (EXPO) [25] at the domain level and reusing concepts from 
existing ontologies and semantic models. In addition, many important 
terms were newly introduced in VHBIEO. Semantic web technologies 
made VHBIEO machine-readable, accessible, and processable. DOGMA 
methodology [26] was applied to developing the internal structure of 
VHBIEO, describing interconnectedness and commitment of terms. 
Application views (APVs) were applied to allow the inclusion of unique 
information for applications. Evaluations, including taxonomy and 
application evaluations, were performed to assess structural errors and 
ability of VHBIEO. 

The main contribution of this research includes (1) providing stan-
dardized information for human-building interaction experimentation, 
(2) enhancing information sharing among researchers in the domain, 
and (3) enabling the production of machine-readable, accessible, and 
processable information associated with virtual human-building inter-
action experimentations. The contribution aims at overcoming barriers 

caused by the diversity of experimental design and limitations of VR 
experiments. VHBIEO helps establish consistency in information sharing 
for the research domain, which potentially accelerates the maturity of 
this emerging experimentation approach. 

2. Procedure to develop VHBIEO 

Various state-of-the-art approaches for developing an ontology exist. 
Among them ONTOLOGIES [21], METHONTOLOGY [22], Ontology 
Development 101 [23], and NeOn [24] are the common approaches. 
Many scholars adopted or combined the main features of the approaches 
to establish their own [27]. Hence, the development of VHBIEO is based 
on the state-of-the-art approaches. 

An advantage of using ONTOLOGIES [22] is that it introduces an 
important step for initiating key ideas and directions of an ontology, i.e., 
formulating Competency Questions (CQs). Criteria to formulate CQs rely 
on the purpose, domain, and scope of an ontology and the requirements 
of an ontology are elicited through answers of CQs. The development of 
ontologies can be driven by CQs. For example, Saad et al. [28] used CQs 
for developing requirements of Solat ontology. Using CQs, they clearly 
identified the domains and scope of the ontology, consistently main-
tained ideas, and investigated whether the ontology fitted its purposes 
throughout the development. Freitas and Vieira [29] developed soft-
ware performance testing ontology. They formulated CQs to elicit re-
quirements and inferred their answers to define terms, properties, and 
instances of the ontology. Amorocho and Hartmann [30] developed 
Reno-Inst ontology by formulating CQs to establish the ontology speci-
fications and identify relevant concepts. The evidence points out that 
CQs are effective for eliciting requirements of an ontology, including 
VHBIEO. 

Ontology Development 101 [23] recommends reusing, refining, and 
extending existing ontologies. In addition, NeOn [24] recommends re- 
engineering and merging existing ontological (e.g., ontologies as a 
whole, ontology modules, and ontology statements) and non-ontological 
resources (e.g., semantic models and ontology design patterns). The 
purpose is to encourage developers to avoid developing an ontology 
from scratch, reducing development complications and resources. 

For constructing an ontology, terms have to be identified and clas-
sified into different classes to form an ontology structure [22,23]. The 
classification consolidates a hierarchically structured set of unambigu-
ously identifiable terms [31]. Consequently, a hierarchical classification 
is applied to form a structure of VHBIEO. 

Ontology development must consider an internal structure of an 
ontology, namely interconnectedness and commitment of terms, to 
complete and make an ontology usable [23]. The Developing Ontology- 
Guided Mediations of Agents (DOGMA) methodology [26] proposed a 
distinctive method, which clearly distinguishes the internal structure 
into two layers (i.e., ontology base and ontological commitment). The 
ontology base establishes interconnectedness of terms and the ontolog-
ical commitment describes the axiomatization of application informa-
tion. DOGMA is implemented to construct the internal structure of 
VHBIEO. 

Often, applications include unique information that an ontology does 
not support. VHBIEO prepares for the inclusion of such information by 
adopting the concept of Model View Definition (MVD) implemented in 
Industry Foundation Classes (IFC), allowing end-users to create subsets 
of IFC schema for describing application-specific information [32]. 
Subsets can be as broad as nearly an entire schema or as specific as an 
object type [33]. The authors apply the concept of MVD to create 
application views (APVs) for allowing the inclusion of unique informa-
tion for particular applications, which, in addition, contribute to making 
VHBIEO extensible. 

Most ontology developers use ontology editors to not only organize 
the ontology structure but also scrutinize errors. Among available edi-
tors, Protégé [34] is the most popular one, with the major reasons of 
being open-source software, simple, and easy to use. Its functionality can 
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be increased by adding plug-in functions and an application program-
ming interface (API). Furthermore, it allows users to use the web 
ontology language (OWL), which has been endorsed by the World Wide 
Web Consortium (W3C) as the ontology language of the semantic web 
[27]. 

Evaluations aim to quantify that an ontology meets its requirements. 
METHONTOLOGY [22] suggests looking for taxonomy errors (e.g., 
inconsistency, incompleteness, and redundancy). NeOn [24] recom-
mends the evaluation of the technical quality of an ontology against 
applications, and feedback from domain experts, users, ontology de-
velopers, and practitioners. As recommended in METHONTOLOGY 
[22], taxonomy evaluations are used to assess the consistency, 
completeness, and redundancy of VHBIEO during construction. After the 
construction, the technical quality evaluations take place by following 
suggestions in NeOn [24]. 

In summary, ontology development can be generalized into three 
major stages, namely initiation, construction, and evaluation. The 
initiation comprises (1) establishing ontology requirements, and (2) 

considering reusing, extending, merging, refining, and re-engineering 
existing ontological and non-ontological resources. The construction 
involves (1) identifying relevant terms, (2) constructing an internal 
structure of an ontology, namely interconnectedness and commitment of 
terms, and (3) providing features to include unique information that an 
ontology may not support. The evaluation covers (1) evaluation during 
construction, checking for taxonomy errors to justify whether an 
ontology involves internal errors related to its structures and prevent the 
occurrence of logical conflicts, and (2) evaluation after construction, 
testing an ontology against applications, and feedbacks from domain 
experts, users, ontology developers, and practitioners to appraise its 
quality and confirm its ability. Accordingly, the procedure for devel-
oping VHBIEO is formed and illustrated in Fig. 1. Protégé, an ontology 
editor, is the main tool to support the development of VHBIEO. 

3. Development 

3.1. Initiation 

3.1.1. Requirements of VHBIEO 
According to the procedure to develop VHBIEO, CQs are formulated 

to elicit requirements of VHBIEO. The formulation of CQs relies on the 
contribution, identifying the purpose, domain, and scope, and crucial 
needs for developing an ontology discussed in Section 2. Afterward, CQs 
were referred and answered, when discussing the specifications of 
VHBIEO. All CQs are listed in Table 1. The following discusses and 
clarifies the details of formulating CQs. 

3.1.1.1. VHBIEO must provide terms describing aspects regarding virtual 
human-building interaction experimentation. Referring to best practices 
and lessons learned from published VR-based experiments on human- 
building interactions [35–39], the authors encapsulated core aspects 
regarding virtual human-building interaction experimentation as 
fundamental elements, experimental plans, data collection, and 
equipment. 

The fundamental elements refer to elements that play a role in 
establishing experiments. They comprise experimental variables 
(formulation of CQ 1 – 3), experimental settings (formulation of CQ 4), 
building parameters (formulation of CQ 5), and uits of measurement 
(formulation of CQ 6). Variables are the primary elements that involve 
in experiments. There can be various types of variables, such as inde-
pendent variables (e.g., stimuli influencing actions), dependent vari-
ables (e.g., occupant behaviors and actions), and contextual variables (e. 
g., the outdoor temperature that is not considered in the experiments; 
however, they may influence actions). The experiments may perform in 

Fig. 1. Procedure to develop VHBIEO.  

Table 1 
List of CQs.  

No. Competency questions (CQ) 

CQ 1 What are stimuli influencing interactions? (Answered in Section 
3.2.1.1.2) 

CQ 2 What are human-building interactions involved in an experiment? 
(Answered in Section 3.2.1.1.2) 

CQ 3 What is the influence of interactions but not considered stimuli? 
(Answered in Section 3.2.1.1.2) 

CQ 4 What environments are used to conduct an experiment? (Answered 
in Section 3.2.1.1.3) 

CQ 5 What are the building parameters involved in an experiment? 
(Answered in Section 3.2.1.1.4) 

CQ 6 What units are used in an experiment? (Answered in Section 
3.2.1.1.5) 

CQ 7 What is the plan of an experiment? (Answered in Section 3.2.1.1.6) 
CQ 8 What are the devices to observe and collect data? (Answered in  

Section 3.2.1.2.1) 
CQ 9 Who performs interactions? (Answered in Section 3.2.1.2.1) 
CQ 10 What tools are used for simulations in an experiment? (Answered in  

Section 3.2.1.2.2) 
CQ 11 What is the interconnectedness of the terms in VHBIEO? (Answered 

in Section 3.2.2.1) 
CQ 12 What are the commitments of the terms in VHBIEO? (Answered in  

Section 3.2.2.2) 
CQ 13 How does VHBIEO allow the inclusion of unique information? 

(Answered in Section 3.2.3) 
CQ 14 How does VHBIEO support machine-readable, accessible, and 

processable data files? (Answered in Section 3.3.2.2)  
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virtual reality (VR) and in-situ environments, where experimental set-
tings enable the control of the environments. For instance, the virtual 
setting enables the control of virtual environments. Buildings are the 
main part of experiments, where their configurations (e.g., dimensions, 
sizes, components, materials) and systems (e.g., lighting and HVAC) 
need to be considered in the experiments. After all, units of measure-
ment must be identified to describe experimental measurements. 

Experimental plans organize the fundamental elements. For instance, 
a plan defines the controlled conditions of independent variables (e.g., a 
range of work area illuminance), actions (e.g., a light switch can be 
turned on, off, and dim), and sequence of events (e.g., sequence of the 
time in a day). In addition, a plan may incorporate principles and con-
siderations specifically for an experiment, which helps to establish its 
operational procedure. CQ 7 elicits the requirement of the experimental 
plan. 

Data collection refers to procedures to observe the experiments and 
collect results. It describes which variables are observed and how to 
observe and collect information. It includes an explanation of observing 
devices (e.g., actuators, sensors, and questionnaires) and organizing 
information (e.g., identification of participants and storing data). CQ 8 – 
9 represent requirements associated with data collection in VHBIEO. 

The experiments commonly require advanced simulation technology 
such as VR equipment (e.g., HTC Vive, Meta Quest, and Microsoft Hol-
oLens) [40], thermal-controlled environments (e.g., advanced HVAC 
and climate chamber) [41], and simulation software (e.g., 3dsMax, UE4, 
and Unity) [42]. Such information can be described as simulation 
equipment contributing to formulating CQ 10. 

3.1.1.2. VHBIEO must explicate its internal structure. The internal 
structure accounts for the interconnectedness and commitments of terms 
that conform to the contributions of VHBIEO. Similar to other ontol-
ogies, interconnectedness has to be defined to express relationships 
between terms in VHBIEO. It describes the roles and properties of terms 
that affect their connected terms. For example, the connection between 
a variable and a unit is defined by “has”. Such a relationship allows users 
and machines to understand and correctly query relevant information. 
Accordingly, CQ 11 is formulated to elicit the requirement of intercon-
nectedness in VHBIEO. 

Commitments refer to groups of terms and their interconnectedness 
that may be applied to specific applications. Each commitment contains 
consistent constraints that belong to a particular application. For 
instance, one of the commitments in VHBIEO is virtual commitment. It is 
a group of terms that only describe VR realated components in experi-
ments, such as virtual reality hardware, virtual setting, and virtual ac-
tuators. If an experiment is performed solely in VR, only the virtual 
commitment is needed to develop the schema and data file of experi-
mentations without having to explore all terms in VHBIEO. Commit-
ments benefit information sharing because they potentially minimize 
time, effort, and computational resources to create application-specific 
schemas and data files. CQ 12 is formulated to explicate requirements 
relevant to the commitments in VHBIEO. 

3.1.1.3. VHBIEO must assist in the inclusion of unique information 
regarding particular experiments. VHBIEO must have the ability to assist 
customization for including unique information used by particular ap-
plications. CQ 13 represents requirements for realizing this objective. 

3.1.1.4. VHBIEO must promote machine-readable, accessible, and pro-
cessable data files associated with virtual human-building interaction 
experimentation. The associated CQ is CQ 14, representing requirements 
addressing how VHBIEO promotes machine-readable, accessible, and 
processable data files. 

3.1.2. Reuse of existing ontologies and semantic models 
A previous study proposes the structure of virtual human-building 

interaction experiments genetically called spatial–temporal event- 
driven modeling (STED) [43], which provides a foundation for 
describing virtual human-building interaction experiments. Several 
studies have successfully applied STED to model their experiments, such 
as [44,45], and [46]. STED models the experiments as a series of events. 
At a given time, the condition of a virtual experiment can be defined by 
State which is “the collective status of operations in different building 
spaces at a certain point of time, especially the conditions of building 
systems and components that are operable by humans” [43]. The status 
of operations refers to simulated conditions in an experiment, such as 
lighting or noise simulation and contextual information. The contextual 
information, called Context in STED, includes “situational factors asso-
ciated with a building” [43]. An example of contextual information is 
when studying the indoor illuminance level in a work area, one may also 
specify the day and time of outdoor conditions, such as 8:00 am on a 
typical summer day. A context may change due to the occurrence of 
Event, which refers to an intended intervention in a virtual experiment; 
for example, the change of the simulated illuminance level in the work 
area, the elapse of simulated time, and the adjustment of ambient 
temperature. An event may cause perceived discomfort to occupants and 
further lead to their need for adjustments. Consequently, the H-B Inter-
action (i.e., human-building interaction) in STED represents their 
intention to mitigate discomfort, such as turning on lights when the 
simulated work area illuminance is low. In summary, STED uses State, 
Event, Context, and H-B Interaction as keys to model virtual experiments. 
Therefore, the authors took those keys as core terms of VHBIEO to 
describe concepts of virtual human-building interactions. 

Many ontologies and semantic models provide terms acceptably used 
in general. It is helpful and practical to consider inheriting and reusing 
such terms to develop VHBIEO. Since VHBIEO is a domain ontology for 
scientific experimentation, inheriting and extending concepts of general 
scientific experiment ontology is ideal. An upper-level scientific exper-
iment ontology exists, which is the ontology of scientific experiments 
(EXPO) [25]. Its purpose is to support the standardization of information 
in scientific experimentation. It provides over 200 terms. Many domain- 
specific ontologies have been developed by extending EXPO, such as 
microarray gene expression society ontology (MO) [47], metabolomics 
standards initiative (MSI) ontology [48], and functional genomics 
investigation ontology (FuGO) [49], which evidently prove that EXPO is 
acceptable among scientific experiment domains. As such, the authors 
decided to develop VHBIEO by inheriting and extending EXPO. 

VHBIEO relies on other concepts associated with the experimenta-
tions, such as occupant behaviors, buildings, observations, and units. 
Various ontologies and semantic models can be reused, namely, the 
ontology to represent energy-related occupant behavior in buildings 
(DNAs) [50,51], ifcOWL ontology [52], the semantic sensor network 
ontology (SSN) [53], the survey ontology (SUR) [54], and the units of 
measurement ontology (UO) [55]. 

Concepts related to the building’s occupants and their behaviors are 
captured using the drivers, needs, actions, and systems (DNAs) frame-
work [50]. With DNAs, descriptions of occupant behavior with building 
simulation become possible in VHBIEO. 

The Industry Foundation Classes (IFC) is a standardized digital 
description of the built environment, such as buildings and civil infra-
structure, organized by buildingSMART international organization. It 
becomes an international standard (ISO 16739–1:2018) that has been 
used across building-related hardware devices, software platforms, and 
interfaces. It provides conceptual data schema and an exchange file 
format for building-related information represented as an EXPRESS 
schema [56]. ifcOWL ontology is developed by directly converting the 
EXPRESS schema, providing over 1,230 concepts related to different 
aspects of buildings, such as concepts related to building, space, zone, 
and energy [57]. It opens an opportunity for VHBIEO to reuse concepts 
relevant to building. 

Since sensors are commonly used in experiments, the semantic 
sensor network (SSN) ontology is referenced [53]. SSN is built on SOSA 
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core ontology (Sensor, Observation, Sample, and Actuator). SSN de-
scribes how to carry out observations and collect samples in experiments 
[58]. Moreover, surveys have been used to collect data in virtual human- 
building interaction experiments. They capture factors related to occu-
pants, such as backgrounds and perspectives (e.g., demographic and 
psychological factors). Surveys consist questions and answers, where 
various question and answer types can co-exist. The survey ontology 
(SUR) [54] allows users to form an infinite number of surveys through 
combinations of questions and answers. As a result, SSN and SUR are 
reused to describe information observation and collection in VHBIEO. 

Units play a vital role in standardizing and formalizing experimen-
tations. Units support information interoperability and semantic infor-
mation sharing among diverse experiments. The units of measurement 
ontology (UO) [55] provides terms and definitions of various units of 
scientific measurement, many of which can be reused in VHBIEO. 

Fig. 2 summarizes the reused existing ontologies and semantic 
models for developing VHBIEO. 

3.2. Construction 

3.2.1. Terms and classification 
The resources defined in VHBIEO are publicly available through 

Uniform Resource Locator (URL) as https://w3id.org/vhbieo. Terms 
defined in VHBIEO are individually addressable via a unique Uniform 
Resource Identifier (URI) as https://w3id.org/vhbieo#term. In the 
following sections, namespace prefixes are used to represent the origin 
of terms; vhbieo, expo, sted, dnas, ifc, ssn, sur, and uo represent VHBIEO, 
EXPO, STED, DNAs, ifcOWL, SSN, SUR, and UO, respectively. It must be 
noted that many terms reused from EXPO use sumo as the prefix rather 

than expo because EXPO reuses such terms originated in the Suggested 
Upper Merged Ontology (SUMO). Similar cases occur with reusing terms 
in the SSN, where sosa is used rather than ssn. Additionally, the authors 
use Protégé, an ontology editor, to assist the development. 

The classification of terms and the extension to EXPO are determined 
according to EXPO’s concepts and structure to ensure the appropriate-
ness, completeness, and effectiveness of VHBIEO. Accordingly, terms in 
VHBIEO are classified under ‘sumo:Proposition’ and ‘sumo:Relation’. 

3.2.1.1. ‘sumo:Proposition’. ‘sumo:Proposition’ is “an abstract entity 
that expresses a complete thought or a set of such thoughts” [25]. 
VHBIEO reuses some terms that are subclasses of ‘sumo:Proposition’, 
namely ‘expo:DomainOfExperiment’, ‘expo:Variable’ and ‘expo:Plan’; 
additionally, ‘vhbieo:VirtualHumanBuildingInteractionExperiment’, ‘vh 
bieo:ExperimentalSetting’, ifcOWL ontology and Unit ontology are 
extended to ‘sumo:Proposition’ (Fig. 3). 

3.2.1.1.1. ‘expo:DomainOfExperiment’. According to EXPO, ‘expo: 
DomainOfExperiment’ is “a field of study in which an experiment is 
designed to discover new knowledge” [25], providing an opportunity to 
introduce ‘vhbieo:VirtualHumanBuildingInteractionExperiment’ desc 
ribing the domain of experiments studying virtual human-building 
interactions. 

3.2.1.1.2. ‘expo:Variable’ (Answer to CQ 1 – 3). In addition to 
existing terms under ‘expo:Variable’, VHBIEO introduces two additional 
terms, ‘vhbieo:PredictorVariable’ and ‘vhbieo:ContextualVariable’. 

‘expo:TargetVariable’ is a dependent variable, which an experiment 
uses to discover new knowledge. ‘vhbieo:PredictorVariable’ describes an 
independent variable. ‘vhbieo:ContextualVariable’ is a type of variable 
modeling the context that may affect independent variables or outcomes 

Fig. 2. Reused existing ontologies and semantic models in VHBIEO.  

Fig. 3. The classification of terms in the VHBIEO (sumo:Proposition).  
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of an experiment. A contextual variable is neither a predictor nor a 
target variable, and is either controlled or uncontrolled in an experiment 
[8]. A controlled contextual variable refers to a variable that is 
controlled in an experiment. An uncontrolled contextual variable refers 
to a contextual variable that is assumed not to affect experimental re-
sults [59]. Therefore, ‘vhbieo:ControlledContextualVariable’ and ‘vhbieo: 
UnControlledContextualVariable’ are introduced as subclasses of 
‘vhbieo:ContextualVariable’. 

3.2.1.1.3. ‘vhbieo:ExperimentalSetting’ (Answer to CQ 4). ‘vhbieo: 
ExperimentalSetting’ defines the formation of an experimental envi-
ronment. Certainly, a virtual environment is a vital setting required in 
experiments. In many studies, experiments in a real environment are 
performed alongside the virtual counterpart for several purposes (e.g., 
guidance, comparison, and validation). Accordingly, two types of 
environmental settings are included as the subclasses of ‘vhbieo:Exper-
imentalSetting’, namely ‘vhbieo:In-situSetting’ and ‘vhbieo:VirtualSet-
ting’. Furthermore, ‘vhbieo:VirtualSetting’ opens descriptions of terms 
relevant to environment as its subclasses, namely level of immersion and 
usability (i.e., user experience and user interface) [10]. The descriptions 
of terms are shown in Table 2. 

3.2.1.1.4. ifcOWL ontology (Answer to CQ 5). Terms related to 
building parameters are essential in virtual human-building interaction 
experimentations. VHBIEO reuses building-related concepts defined in 
ifcOWL ontology (e.g., building component, material, and property). 
The terms related to buildings can be retrieved in [52], and the 
description of terms can be referred in [61]. Examples of terms 
commonly reused in virtual human-building interaction experimenta-
tions are (1) ifc:IfcBuilding describes concepts of elements within the 
spatial structure hierarchy for the components of a building project 
(together with site, storey, and space), (2) ifc:IfcBuildingElement de-
scribes all elements that are primarily part of the construction of a 
building, i.e., its structural and space separating system, and (3) ifc: 
IfcPhysicalSimpleQuantity holds a concept of a single quantity measure 
value (e.g., area, height, length, width). 

3.2.1.1.5. Unit ontology (Answer to CQ 6). VHBIEO reuses terms 
defined by the units of measurement ontology (UO) [55]. It provides 
units applied in several scientific experiments. Examples of units rele-
vant to virtual human-building interaction experimentations are ‘uo: 
area_unit’ describing the concept of the unit for an area, ‘uo:light_unit’ 
describing the concept of the unit for lighting (e.g., illuminance, irra-
diance, and luminance units), and ‘uo:temperature_unit’ describing the 
concept of the unit for temperature. 

3.2.1.1.6. ‘expo:Plan’ (Answer to CQ 7). ‘expo:Plan’ has its direct 
subclass ‘expo:PlanOfExperimentalActions’, which is “a specification of 
a sequence of processes, which is intended to satisfy a specified purpose 
at some future time” [25]. 

VHBIEO extended the ‘expo:PlanOfExperimentalActions’ to describe 
the experimental procedure. The procedure is structured based on the 
key concepts proposed in STED. STED uses contexts (sted:Context) to 
describe situations of contextual variables. VHBIEO defines vhbieo: 

PredictorCondition to describe conditions of predictor variables. In 
general, combinations of contexts and predictor conditions generate 
events described by sted:Event. It represents experimental scenarios to 
trigger participant actions (dnas:Action). dnas:Action describes actions 
that participants are allowed to perform, which, in the other words, are 
possible behaviors defined in experiments. Actions may change the state 
(sted:State) of building interactable systems (dnas:BuildingSystem). 
Executed actions are captured and stored in expo:ComputationalData, 
which is explained in the section 3.2.1.2.1. Additionally, VHBIEO de-
scribes sensory cues (vhbieo:SensoryCue) that are often used for indi-
cating signal or stimulus to guide participants for being interested in 
perceiving building systems, and events. VHBIEO, further, provides 
vhbieo:Sequence to describe sequential or time-series events. Table 3 
elaborates the terms extending ‘expo:PlanOfExperimentalActions’. 

3.2.1.2. ‘sumo:Relation’. sumo:Relation has a subclass, ‘expo:Predicate’, 
which has two subclasses, ‘expo:ComputationalData’ and ‘expo:Hard-
ware’. These two subclasses allow VHBIEO to extend EXPO for 
describing experimental data, data collections, and hardware used in the 
experimentations (Fig. 4). 

3.2.1.2.1. ‘expo:ComputationalData’ (Answer to CQ 8 – 9). EXPO 
defines ‘expo:ComputationalData’ as “experimental observations repre-
sented in a form suitable for processing by computer”, which contributes 
to handling description of experimental data and data collection. In 
virtual human-building interaction experimentations, data collection is 
generally performed using sensing elements (e.g., sensors and actuators) 
and surveys. Thereby, the term ‘vhbieo:DataSource’ extends to ‘expo: 
ComputationalData’ for describing sensing elements and surveys. 
Table 4 elaborates on terms extending ‘expo:ComputationalData’ and 
their descriptions. 

3.2.1.2.2. ‘expo:Hardware’ (Answer to CQ 10). EXPO provides ‘expo: 
Hardware’ to support descriptions of hardware used to simulate exper-
imental environments. According to the Merriam-Webster dictionary, 

Table 2 
Terms and conceptual definitions extending ‘vhbieo:ExperimentalSetting’.  

Term Description 

vhbieo:In- 
situSetting 

Formation of a real environment contributing to achieving the 
objectives of a virtual building experiment. Examples are a 
thermal, lighting, and acoustic-controlled environments. 

vhbieo: 
VirtualSetting 

Formation of a virtual environment. 

vhbieo:LevelOf 
Immersion 

The sense of immersion such as a non-immersive, semi- 
immersive, and fully immersive virtual environment [10]. 

vhbieo: 
UserExperience 

Design of virtual environments that creates experiences in a 
way that participants are immersed, satisfied, and, 
consequently, fulfilling experimental objectives [60]. 

vhbieo: 
UserInterface 

Visual and properties of virtual environments such as colors, 
typography, buttons functions and interactions, animations, 
etc. [60]  

Table 3 
Terms and conceptual definitions extending ‘expo:PlanOfExperimentalActions’.  

Term Description 

dnas:BuildingSystem Equipment or mechanisms, which a participant may 
interact with to restore comfort or satisfaction with their 
environment [50,51]. It describes specific functions of 
interactable systems that intend to be interacted with by 
participants in experiments. 

sted:State Collective status of operations in different building spaces 
at a certain point of time, especially the conditions of 
building systems and components that are operable by 
human beings and have energy efficiency consequences  
[43]. For instance, states of a light switch can be on, dim, 
and off. 

sted:Context Situational factors associated with and describing 
situations of a contextual variable [43]. 

sted:Event Occurrence that triggers the change of a state or sets the 
foundation for future events to change a state [43]. It 
intuitively describes scenarios in an experiment. 

dnas:Action Human interactions with systems or activities that a 
participant can conduct in order to satisfy their needs. The 
violation of one or more of the participant’s needs leads to 
discomfort. Therefore, this uncomfortable state for the 
participant will provoke action. The action may be an 
interaction with a system in which the participant 
conjectures that their action will restore comfort [50,51]. 

vhbieo: 
PredictorCondition 

Controlled conditions of a predictor variable. For example, 
if the room temperature is a predictor variable, a 
controlled condition is when the room temperature is at 
80-degree Fahrenheit. 

vhbieo:SensoryCue Organization of the data present in the signal, which 
allows for meaningful extrapolation. For example, sensory 
cues include visual cues, auditory cues, haptic cues, 
olfactory cues, and environmental cues. 

vhbieo:Sequence An enumerated collection of events in which repetitions 
are allowed and order matters.  
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Fig. 4. The classification of classes introduced in the VHBIEO (sumo:Relation).  

Table 4 
Terms and conceptual definitions extending to ‘expo:ComputationalData’.  

Term Description 

vhbieo:DataSource The place, location, or system that collects and holds data in an experiment. 
vhbieo:SensingElement Element that responds to a signal or stimulus and detects events or changes in an environment. 
ssn:Observation “Act of carrying out an Observation or a Procedure to estimate or calculate the value of a property (of a feature of interest). Links to a Sensor describe what 

made the Observation and how; links to an observable property describe what the result is an estimate of, and to a feature of interest to detail what that 
property was associated with” [62,58]. 

ssn:Actuation “An Actuation carries out an (Actuation) Procedure to change the state of the world using an Actuator” [62,58]. 
ssn:System “A unit of abstraction for pieces of infrastructure that implement Procedures. A System may have components, its subsystems, which are other Systems”  

[62,58]. 
ssn:Sensor “Device, agent (including humans), or software (simulation) involved in, or implementing, a Procedure. Sensors respond to a Stimulus, e.g., a change in 

the environment, or Input data composed from the Results of prior observations and generate a Result. Sensors can be hosted by Platforms” [62,58]. 
ssn:Actuator “A device that is used by, or implements, an (Actuation) Procedure that changes the state of the world” [62,58]. 
vhbieo:VirtualSensor It is similar to ‘ssn:Sensor’, but a sensor is deployed only in IVE. 
vhbieo:VirtualActuator It is similar to ‘ssn:Actuator’, but an actuator is deployed only in IVE. 
sur:SurveyElement “An element of a survey procedure” [54]. 
vhbieo:SurveyType It refers to a classification of a survey and a corresponding question. In general, the classification is based on the purposes of such a survey. A demographic 

survey is one of the common survey types. 
sur:CompleteQuestion “Answer provided by a participant in completing a survey for a specific question” [54]. 
sur:Answer “An available answer for a survey question” [54]. 
sur:OpenAnswer “An open answer for a survey open-ended question” [54]. 
sur:ClosedAnswer “An available closed answer for a survey question” [54]. 
sur:Question “A question requiring an input from the participant in a survey” [54]. 
sur:OpenQuestion “An open-ended question in a survey” [54]. 
sur:SingleInputQuestion “An open-ended answer expecting a single input from the participant” [54]. 
sur: 

MultipleInputQuestion 
“An open-ended answer allowing multiple inputs from the participant” [54]. 

sur:ClosedQuestion “A question in a survey with a defined set of available answers” [54]. 
sur:CheckboxQuestion “A question having a limited set of potential answers and allowing the participant to select more than one answer” [54]. 
sur:MultipleChoice 

Question 
“A question having a limited set of potential answers and allowing the participant to select only one answer” [54]. 

vhbieo:SpecificLocation Placement or location of a sensor or actuator. It is also used to describe a location that a questionnaire is specific for. VHBIEO provides two children of 
“vhbieo:SpecificLocation”, namely “vhbieo:HumanBodyLocation” and “vhbieo:BuildingLocation” to describe specific locations on the human body (e.g., 
arms, legs, and faces) and building (e.g., building elements and environments). 

dnas:Occupant-ID Identity of a participant [51,50].  
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hardware is an apparatus used for a particular purpose. Consequently, 
‘expo:Hardware’ is taken as a placeholder for VHBIEO to include terms 
related to hardware used in virtual human-building interaction experi-
ments. Terms extending ‘expo:Hardware’ comprise ‘vhbieo:Hardwar-
eType’ and ‘vhbieo:Component’. To allow description of hardware type, 
‘vhbieo:HardwareType’ contains terms referring to virtual reality (i.e., 
‘vhbieo:VirtualReality’) and in-situ hardware (i.e., ‘vhbieo:In-situHard-
ware’). Additionally, ‘vhbieo:Component’ describes specific components 
of the hardware. Table 5 demonstrates the terms and their descriptions. 

3.2.2. Internal structures 
The authors follow the DOGMA methodology [26] to design the 

internal structure of VHBIEO. It has two main layers, including an 
ontology base and an ontological commitment to describe the inter-
connectedness and commitment of terms, respectively. 

3.2.2.1. Ontology base (Answer to CQ 11). The ontology base is a 
context-specific conceptualization of a domain. It explains the inter-
connectedness of terms using a set of context-specific ‘representation-
less’ binary fact types called “Lexon”. A Lexon is represented in a 4-tuple 
of the form, 

<Term1, Role, InverseRole, Term2>

where, Term1 and Term2 refer to terms in an ontology. 
Role and InvRole describe the role and the inverse role of Term1 and 

Term2. 
For example, a Lexon may be expressed as <‘expo:Variable’, ‘vhbieo: 

hasUnitOf’, ‘uo:is_unit_of’, ‘uo:Unit’>. Nonetheless, there is an exception 
for practical purposes, in which DOGMA requires at least one role (i.e., 
either role or inverse role) to be present in a Lexon. For instance, a Lexon 
can be <‘sted:State’, ‘vhbieo:grant’, -, ‘dnas:Action’>. 

In VHBIEO, terms have been defined in previous sections. Roles and 
InverseRoles are either reused from existing ontologies or newly created. 
The former has a prefix representing a reused source of roles. For 
example, ‘ssn:madeObservation’ represents the role “make observation” 
originated in ‘ssn’. The latter uses ‘vhbieo’ as the prefix of roles such as 
‘vhbieo:grant’. 

3.2.2.2. Ontological commitment (Answer to CQ 12). The ontological 
commitment organizes groups of Lexons to support specific applications. 
There can be several commitments, each of which is a set of rules 
ontologically committing to the constraints of a particular aspect of an 
application. Since the scope of VHBIEO covers virtual experiments of 
human-building interaction, its ontological commitment is structured 
based on the main aspects of the experimentation, namely general, 
virtual, and in-situ commitments (Fig. 5). 

Table 5 
Terms and conceptual definitions extended to ‘expo:Hardware’.  

Term Description 

vhbieo: 
HardwareType 

Hardware involved in an experiment for simulation purposes. 
To specifically describe hardware, two subclasses are assigned 
according to two major simulated environments, namely 
“vhbieo:VirtualReality” and “vhbieo:In-situHardware”. For 
instance, “vhbieo:VirtualReality” can be used to describe 
hardware related to virtual reality. Another example is that 
“vhbieo:In-situHardware” can be used to describe hardware to 
simulate thermal sensation in an in-situ environment. 

vhbieo:Component Corresponding devices, tools, and software used to support 
simulations.  

Fig. 5. Ontological commitments in VHBIEO.  

Fig. 6. Diagram of Lexons and commitments of VHBIEO.  
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The general commitment groups Lexons and provides rules that 
comply with overall virtual human-building interaction experiments 
and consent to neither virtual nor in-situ environments. For instance, 
<‘vhbieo:VirtualBuildingExperiment’, ‘expo:has’, -, ‘expo: 
ExperimentalProtocol’> is in the general commitment since it does not 
consent to both virtual and in-situ environments. 

The virtual commitment includes Lexons and rules only complying 
with the contexts of IVE. For example, <‘vhbieo:VirtualSensor’, ‘ssn: 
madeObservation’, ‘ssn:madeBySensor’, ‘ssn:Observation’> belongs to 
the virtual commitment since all virtual sensors can only be placed and 
observe human-building interactions in virtual environments. 

The in-situ commitment only includes Lexons and rules complying 
with the contexts of an in-situ environment (i.e., a real environment). 
For example, <‘ssn:Sensor’, ‘ssn:madeObservation’, ‘ssn:madeBySensor’, 
‘ssn:Observation’> belongs to the in-situ commitment because all actual 
sensors can only be placed and observe human-building interactions in 
in-situ environments. 

To further elaborate, examples of virtual human-building interaction 
experiments are given in the following. Research studies that may apply 
the general and virtual commitments include experiments performed in 
[59,63,64], which are experiments to study occupant lighting behaviors 
in IVEs. An example of a research study that may use all commitments is 
the experiment reported in [43,65], where the experiment was per-
formed in both IVE and in-situ environments to validate the efficacy of 
an IVE against thermal-driven behaviors. 

Rules associated with each commitment are established based on 
specific information of the virtual human-building experimentation, 
including 1) information that is related to the experiments, such as 
occupant-related data (e.g., demographic information, human body in-
formation, and actions); 2) general requirements to complete the ex-
periments such as the experiments must include at least one predictor 
variable and one target variable; and 3) formalization of values and data 
used in the experiment such as data formats, e.g., string, integer, or float. 

According to the ontology commitments, Lexons are grouped based 
on the three categories (i.e., general, in-situ, and virtual commitments), 
and rules are established as described in Appendix 1. 

The complete diagram of Lexons and commitments of VHBIEO is 
presented in Fig. 6. 

3.2.3. Inclusion of unique information (Answer to CQ 13) 
Often, applications do not exactly follow what is provided in an 

ontology and requires particular customizations. VHBIEO proposes an 
application view (APV) approach to allow users to incorporate desired 
terms and structures into VHBIEO for specific usage. For instance, 
VHBIEO describes sur:ClosedAnswer as a subclass of sur:Answer. If a 7- 
point Likert scale is used as one type of the closed answer in an appli-
cation, users may apply APV to include the Likert scale as a subclass of 
sur:ClosedAnswer. 

3.3. Evaluation 

The evaluation was performed to assess the taxonomy and ability of 
VHBIEO. During the construction, the taxonomy evaluation was per-
formed to evaluate the consistency, completeness, and redundancy in 
VHBIEO [22]. After the construction, the application evaluation proved 
the ability of VHBIEO to describe experimentations and support gener-
ating of machine-readable, accessible, and processable data files. 

3.3.1. Taxonomy evaluation 

3.3.1.1. Consistency. Semantic-based ontology reasoners (e.g., HermiT 
[66], Pellet [67], ELK [68], and FACT++ [69]) are commonly used to 
evaluate ontology consistency. They infer the inconsistency of the 
logical sequence of ontology contents (e.g., terms and their intercon-
nectedness) [29]. Among commonly accepted reasoners, HermiT and 

Pellet are available in Protégé and support analysis for complex ontology 
like VHBIEO. There is no significant difference in performance between 
those reasoners [70]. For cross-checking, the authors used both rea-
soners to investigate the consistency of VHBIEO. The reasoners did not 
declare errors about the consistency. 

3.3.1.2. Completeness. Completeness measured whether the domain of 
virtual human-building interaction experimentation is appropriately 
described by VHBIEO [71]. It included measures of completeness with 
regards to the language (i.e., everything in VHBIEO could be described 
by using the given language), the domain (i.e., VHBIEO adequately 
provided terms and structures describing relevant concepts in the 
domain), and application requirements (i.e., VHBIEO provided suffi-
cient supports for describing applications) [71]. The completeness 
respecting the language was measured by affirming that terms in 
VHBIEO were described in computer-readable language. For the 
completeness associated with the domain, all important terms were 
included in VHBIEO and aligned with the needs of the virtual human- 
building interaction experimentation. Furthermore, VHBIEO involved 
the internal structure (i.e., the ontology base and ontological commit-
ment) and APV affirming that it sufficiently provided support for 
describing applications. 

3.3.1.3. Redundancy. Redundancy occurs when existing terms are 
redefined or inferred by other terms. Two judgments affirmed no 
redundancy occurring in VHBIEO, namely 1) all terms in VHBIEO 
included their individual concept, and 2) no identical terms appeared 
among classes in VHBIEO. 

3.3.2. Application 
The purposes of application evaluations are to demonstrate that 

VHBIEO can describe experimentations, promote machine-readable, 
accessible, and processable information, and incorporate unique infor-
mation using APV. 

3.3.2.1. Application cases. The experimentations relevant to Chokwit-
thaya et al. [59], Saeidi et al. [43], and Rentala et al. [65] were stan-
dardized and described using VHBIEO. Their data files were generated 
and published on Dataverse, a web-based data repository, which can be 
retrieved via https://doi.org/10.7910/DVN/3MR1PV, https://doi.org 
/10.7910/DVN/YCTE7O, and https://doi.org/10.7910/DVN/LCJ6RO, 
respectively. 

Chokwitthaya et al. [59] simulated a single-occupancy office in IVE 
to observe participants’ lighting interactions. They used a survey to 
gather the likelihood of switching a light on under 48 events associated 
with the work plane illuminance levels, office tasks, and accessibility of 
a switch. The experiment was entirely conducted in IVE and imple-
mented fundamental elements of virtual human-building interaction 
experimentation, such as variables, plans (e.g., contexts, predictor 
conditions, events, states, and actions), building, virtual reality tools, a 
survey question, and units. Such elements are commonly involved in 
virtual human-building interaction experiments. Thereby, the informa-
tion from the experiment provided an opportunity to evaluate the ability 
of VHBIEO to standardize common experimental elements. In addition, 
to generate the data file, the general and virtual commitments were 
implemented, which benefitted the evaluation of Lexons and rules 
associated with the commitments. More specifically, it tested the val-
idity and appropriateness of the internal structure of VHBIEO with 
respect to supporting the description of such information. The success of 
generating the data file offered confidence in applying VHBIEO to 
standardize experimentations and handle more complex information. 

Saeidi et al. [43] performed an experiment to study participants 
lighting interactions in a virtually single-occupancy office. They simu-
lated several sequential events based on the time of the day (a total of 36 
days and four events in a day). They used work plane illuminance as a 
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predictor variable, and occupancies, length of leaving, and the time of a 
day as controlled contextual variables. Auditory and visual cues were 
used to guide a participant. The participant was required to interact with 
the light switch to satisfy visual comfort under different events. A virtual 
actuation collected the results of the light-switching interactions. The 
standardization of the experiment was challenging since the experiment 
involved complex components such as the sequential events, cues, and 
virtual actuation. The case was selected to evaluate the ability of 
VHBIEO to handle the description of such components. Lexons and rules 
associated with the general and virtual commitments were further 
proven to support complex experimental information. 

Rentala et al. [65] used a mixed reality (i.e., a combination of a 
climate chamber and VR) to validate participants’ thermal sensation in 
IVE. They exposed participants to several events associated with room 
temperature, thermal exposures (i.e., heat and cold exposures), and 
experimental settings (i.e., in-situ and IVE). The participants answer 
surveys regarding thermal sensation, acceptability, and comfort. In each 
event, skin temperature, heart rate, and RR interval data were collected. 
The case allows a more comprehensive evaluation of VHBIEO for 
describing the experimental information. Since the experiment involved 
in-situ and virtual reality, the data file was generated using all com-
mitments. Therefore, the majority of Lexons and rules defined in 
VHBIEO were evaluated. In addition, the case needed to include 7-point 
Likert scales, which were uniquely used in the experiment. It enabled the 
evaluation of APV for allowing the inclusion of the scales. 

3.3.2.2. Promoting Machine-Readable, Accessible, and processible data 
files (Answer to CQ 14). The ability of the machine to query information 
in the data file is a common technique used to prove whether an 
ontology supports machine-readable and accessible data files [72,74]. 
Therefore, the section illustrates several queries of data files standard-
ized by VHBIEO via standardized query language (SPARQL). 

Several queries successfully obtained information about the experi-
ment performed by Chokwitthaya et al. [59], as shown in Fig. 7. Fig. 7a 
shows queries relevant to variables. According to the results in Fig. 7b, 
the experiment involved target (i.e., likelihood of switching the light 
on), controlled contextual (i.e., office tasks and accessibility of light 
switch), and predictor (i.e., work plane illuminance) variables. Each 
variable had unit. Controlled contextual variables defined contexts and 
predictor variables had controlled conditions. The experimental plan 
was queried (Fig. 7c). The results contained information on actions that 
participants were allowed to perform in the experiment, Light ID and its 
state, contexts, predictor conditions, and events (Fig. 7d). Actions were 
selecting the likelihood of switching the light on. Contexts and Predictor 
conditions comprised multiple controlled values related to office tasks 
and accessibility of light switches, and work plane illuminance, 
respectively. Fig. 7e demonstrates that VHBIO allowed querying for 
experimental results acquired by a survey and their associated compo-
nents. Fig. 7f shows complete questions describing the selected likeli-
hood of switching on as simple results. Each of them involved 
information of target variable, question, occupant ID, event, and 

Fig. 7. Examples of queries for finding information in the experiment performed in Chokwitthaya et al. [59] and their results.  
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Fig. 8. Finding an average of the probability of light switching on in each event (a) and its results (b).  

Fig. 9. Examples of queries for finding information in the experiment performed in Saeidi et al. [43] and their results.  

Fig. 10. APV added 7-point Likert scales to VHBIEO at sur:SurveyElement.  
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building relevant to the simple result. 
To prove that VHBIEO enhances machine-processable data, an 

analysis for finding averages of the likelihood of switching on in each 
event was performed (Fig. 8a). The averages are illustrated in Fig. 8b. 
Other and more complex analyses could be performed through querying. 

Sequential scenarios are common in virtual human-building inter-
action experiments, especially for simulating longitudinal occurrences 
such as the sequence of times in days applied in the experiment con-
ducted by Saeidi et al. [43]. The sequence considered four sequential 
events relevant to the time of day, occupancy, length of leaving, and 
work area illuminance. Fig. 9a shows a query of the sequences and their 
relevant components. Fig. 9b illustrates the results of the query, which 
proves the capability of VHBIEO in handling sequential scenarios. 
Furthermore, the experiment implemented auditory and visual cues to 
inform participants about contexts (i.e., times and tasks). Fig. 9c is a 
query to find information on contexts that have associated cues. Fig. 9d 
shows the results of the query. In the experiment, there were in-
terconnections between events and states of a light (e.g., light on and 
off). That is, statei (initial state) changed to statei+1 (state change) by 
switching the light upon the occurrence of an event, and then, statei+1 
became statei of a next adjacent event in a sequence. Statei+1 might play 
a role in influencing participants to perform an action in the next event. 
VHBIEO could support such situation, where the query in Fig. 9e ac-
quires information of the experimental results. Its results in Fig. 9f 
describe actuations used to store information of the light statuses in 
events of the sequence. The actuation stored the light status after being 
switched as the simple result, and manipulated it as the current state of 
the light in the next event. 

3.3.2.3. Inclusion of unique information. An experiment by Rentala et al. 
[65] used 7-point Likert scales as answer choices for the thermal 
sensation, acceptability, and comfort questionnaires. Though, VHBIEO 
did not describe them. To allow the description, APV was implemented 
by attaching vhbieo4thermal:7-pointLikertScale as a subclass of ‘sur: 
ClosedAnswer’ (Fig. 10). Querying the scales and their associated 
questions are illustrated in Fig. 11a. The result of the query is presented 
in Fig. 11b, where the list of choices and their properties, associated 
questions, and the survey type were obtained. The example affirmed the 
ability of APV in allowing the inclusion of unique information. 

4. Discussion 

VHBIEO was developed as a domain ontology specifically for virtual 
human-building interaction experimentation. Ontology development 
approaches, existing ontologies, and semantic models were adopted to 
develop VHBIEO. The discussion explores several aspects in accordance 
with the development to form conclusive remarks, recognizing 

important details, rationalities, and challenges of developing VHBIEO. 

• VHBIEO described key terms and structures for standardizing in-
formation of virtual human-building interaction experimentation.  

• Competency questions (CQs) represented requirements and were 
considered as the driver of development. Therefore, CQs must be 
conscientiously defined. The authors formulated CQs based on the 
contribution that identifies the purpose, domain, scope, and crucial 
needs for developing an ontology mentioned in the ontology devel-
opment approaches. Through those considerations, CQs were 
adequate to direct the development, and, by answering CQs, the 
effectiveness of the development was proven.  

• The authors reused terms in existing ontologies and semantic models 
to develop VHBIEO. Extending, inheriting, and reusing ontologies 
and semantic models are common and highly recommended. De-
velopers can avoid developing ontologies from scratch by extending 
and inheriting existing ontologies, which potentially reduces the 
workload. Reusing terms helps developers to avoid defining terms 
that are redundant and cause confusion.  

• Uniform Resource Locator (URL) for VHBIEO was registered as http 
s://w3id.org/vhbieo. The URL played a significant role in allowing 
machines to reach VHBIEO through the Internet, which made 
VHBIEO public. 

• The internal structure of ontologies determines the interconnected-
ness and commitment. VHBIEO used the DOGMA methodology to 
design the structure because it distinguished the structure into two 
layers, easing the design and understanding of the structure.  

• Customization is one of the important features since ontologies may 
not thoroughly describe all concepts and fit all needs of applications. 
Hence, VHBIEO provided the application view (APV) approach to 
support the needs of customizations. Nonetheless, other ontologies 
may propose other techniques to handle customization.  

• Taxonomy evaluation, namely consistency, completeness, and 
redundancy checks, ensured that VHBIEO did not involve structural 
errors and logical conflicts. Importantly, it promoted users’ confi-
dence in implementing VHBIEO. 

• According to the application, information about the experimenta-
tions was standardized using VHBIEO. Machines could understand 
and retrieve information on various components in the experimen-
tations. Moreover, analysis can be performed through computational 
processes. Such evidence affirmed that VHBIEO effectively provided 
standardized information, where such information helped to enable 
machine-readability, accessibility, and processibility.  

• The capability of APV to allow the inclusion of unique information 
was proven in the application. APV is important for reasons. It can 
lessen limitations and enhance the usability of VHBIEO. It helps 
narrow down the description to specific information that is not 

Fig. 11. Query for finding 7-point Likert scales (a) and its results (b).  
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described by VHBIEO, which contributes to enhancing the 
completeness of data files. 

5. Limitations 

Identified limitations are discussed in the following. 

• Indeed, ontologies, including VHBIEO, must be continuously main-
tained and refined (i.e., the maintenance stage) due to causes, such as 
changes and updates of domain knowledge and enhancement of 
ontologies’ capability [74]. The maintenance stage requires the 
involvement of further implementation, problem-solving, and expert 
knowledge to identify maintenance and refinement.  

• Some terms newly defined in VHBIEO might already exist in other 
ontologies and/or semantic models, but the authors did not discover 
them. If such terms are discovered, the maintainance stages will 
update VHBIEO accordingly.  

• In the future, VR technology may be capable of simulating more 
complex simulations and covering continuously longitudinal exper-
iments. In such a case, applying STED as the core of VHBIEO may 
need adjustment.  

• In more advanced applications, especially collaborative experiments, 
the structure of VHBIEO may not support the applications in some 
aspects. For instance, experiments may be performed collaboratively 
in different places and phases, where data exchanges and updates 
carry out during the experiments [75,76]. In the future updates, 
VHBIEO will consider inclusion of such aspects.  

• At this moment, APV allows the description of unique terminologies 
and concepts for specific experiments. VHBIEO does not provide 
support for other features, such as customization of the internal 
structure, and automating, mapping, and bridging with other on-
tologies [77]. The features are needed to enhance the capability of 
VHBIEO.  

• As recommended in NeOn [24], various aspects of the technical 
quality of an ontology (e.g., applications and feedbacks from stake-
holders) should be considered to evaluate VHBIEO. In this work, the 
application aspect was acknowledged. However, limited applications 
were used at the current stage and more applications are needed for 
evaluatation and further improvement of VHBIEO. Feedback from 
stakeholders was excluded from the current work. Stakeholder 
evaluations are expected to perform during the maintenance stages. 

6. Conclusion and future works 

Tthe authors developed Virtual Human-Building Experiment 
Ontology (VHBIEO) to standardize virtual human-building interaction 
experimentation. It is an ontology extending EXPO at the domain level. 
It reused terms from the existing ontologies and semantic models (e.g., 
STED, DNAs, ifcOWL, SSN, SUR, UO) and implemented the DOGMA 
methodology to establish the internal structure. Competency questions 
(CQs) were defined to elicit the requirements of the development. 
During the development, VHBIEO answered CQs thoroughly, proving 
the effectiveness of the development and VHBIEO itself. In addition, the 
application view (APV) approach was applied to allow the inclusion of 
unique information. The evaluations proved no occurences of taxonomy 
errors and affirmed the technical quality of VHBIEO. 

Yet, VHBIEO is in its initial stage. In fact, an ontology involves 
several rounds of maintenance, refinement, alignment, and refactoring 
throughout its life cycle (i.e., maintenance stages). During maintenance 
stages, VHBIEO may need revisions, where some concepts and termi-
nologies may be added and/or removed, parts of the structure may be 
revised, and rules may be changed. The maintenance stages require 
further implementation, problem-solving, and expert knowledge to 
improve VHBIEO. The authors plan to address those aspects in future 
iterations of VHBIEO. 
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Appendix 1 
Rules in the ontological commitments.  

RuleID Rule Definition Commitment 

1 Visible Lexons to this commitment are {Lno. 1, 2, 7, 8, 
13 – 18, 23, 26, 27, 32 – 42, 45, 48 – 53, 56, 59 – 64} 

General 
commitment 

2 vhbieo:ExperimentalProtocol must at least 
vhbieo:specifyBuilding one vhbieo:BuildingID 
vhbieo:defineVariable one vhbieo:PredictorVariable 
and one 
expo:TargetVariable 

3 It is allowed several ssn:Observation, ssn:Actuation, 
and sur:CompleteQuestion vhbieo:isDataOf the same 
dnas:Occupant-ID. 

4 The possible simpleResult of ssn:Observation, ssn: 
Actuation, and sur:CompleteQuestion are string, 
integer, and float. 

5 The possible controlledValue of vhbieo: 
PredictorCondition and sted:Context are string, 
integer, and float. 

6 Visible Lexons to this commitment are {LNo. 4, 6, 10, 
12, 20, 22, 25, 29, 43, 44, 54, 55} 

In-situ 
commitment 

7 vhbieo:ExperimentalProtocol must at least 
vhbieo:specifyHardwareType one vhbieo:In- 
situHardware 
vhbieo:set one vhbieo:In-situSetting 

8 vhbieo: In-situSetting must be vhbieo: 
assembledThrough vhbieo:In-situHardware. 

9 All buildings (represented by vhbieo:BuildingID) must 
be vhbieo:simulatedIn vhbieo:In-situSetting. 

10 dnas:Actions must be vhbieo:performedThrough 
vhbieo:In-situHardware and is either vhbieo: 
capturedBySensor ssn:Sensor, vhbieo: 
capturedByActuator ssn:Actuator, or vhbieo: 
capturedByQuestion sur:Question. 

11 One vhbieo:In-situSetting can vhbieo:enableControlOf 
several vhbieo:Controlled 
ContextualVariable and/or vhbieo: 
PredictorCondition. 

12 One vhbieo:In-situSetting can vhbieo: 
enableOccurrenceOf several vhbieo: 
UncontrolledContextualVariable. 

13 vhbieo:UncontrolledContextualVarible is either 
vhbieo:capturedBySensor ssn:Sensor, vhbieo: 
capturedByActuator ssn:Actuator, or vhbieo: 
capturedByQuestion sur:Question. 

14 Visible Lexons to this commitment are {LNo. 3, 5, 9, 
11, 19, 21, 24, 28, 46, 47, 57, 58} 

Virtual 
commitment 

15 vhbieo:ExperimentalProtocol must at least 
vhbieo:specifyHardwareType one vhbieo: 
VirtualReality 
vhbieo:set one vhbieo:VirtualSetting 

16 vhbieo: VirtualSetting must be vhbieo: 
assembledThrough vhbieo:VirtualReality. 

17 All buildings (represented by vhbieo:BuildingID) must 
be vhbieo:simulatedIn vhbieo:VirtualSetting. 

18 dnas:Actions must be vhbieo:performedThrough 
vhbieo:VirtualReality and is either vhbieo: 
capturedBySensor vhbieo:VirtualSensor, vhbieo: 
capturedByActuator 
vhbieo:VirtualActuator, or vhbieo: 
capturedByQuestion sur:Question. 

19 One vhbieo:VirtualSetting can vhbieo:enableControlOf 
several vhbieo:Controlled 
ContextualVariable and/or vhbieo: 
PredictorCondition. 

20 One vhbieo:VirtualSetting can vhbieo: 
enableOccurrenceOf several vhbieo: 
UncontrolledContextualVariable. 

21 vhbieo:UncontrolledContextualVarible is either 
vhbieo:capturedBySensor vhbieo:VitualSensor, vhbieo: 
capturedByActuator vhbieo:VitualActuator, or vhbieo: 
capturedByQuestion sur:Question.  
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